SPECTA
BALANCED SCORECARD AUTOMATION SOFTWARE

ABOUT SPECTA
SPECTA is a powerful performance dashboard software, that has ability to show your company
strategy and bring it into execution level. SPECTA also helps management to see their
performance and breakdown to each individual. With this software, everybody can have the
same direction to achieve company goals. Also you can manage strategy, initiative, and
execution more efficient and effective.
Bringing your balanced scorecard into automation will bring you flexibility and agility to execute
strategy that has been defined by top-level management. With SPECTA, you can monitor your
achievement periodically without any difficulties. SPECTA is developed with sophisticated
technology that assure the best experiences in strategy execution.
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“If you can measure it, you can manage it.”
― Robert S. Kaplan

SPECTA FEATURES

See your company achievement and compare it with all
department and division inside your company. You can also
compare each month performance.
▬ Company Performance

Monitor all company objectives in every perspective with easy
and simple view. You can choose any color to differentiate
every achivement
▬ Strategy Map

Control every measurement inside company, department or
division with clear target setting and achievement. You can see
alignment in this feature and see who else takes the corporate
objectives
▬ KPI Resume

Breakdown your strategy not only to your department or
division, but also to individual level,
▬ Individual Scorecard

Monitor all performances from every organization level in your
company and analyse each contribution to company
performance
▬ Company Structure
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SPECTA FEATURES
New strategy initiatives can be added and aligned with
company objectives to boost your strategy
▬ Strategy Initiative

Monitor all company objectives with easy and simple view. You
can see each perspective and objective relation very easy and
clear.
▬ Strategy Map

Reporting is the main feature that you need to monitor
important Measurement / KPI in your company
▬ Reporting
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